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"These books transcend their premises with terrifyingly well-imagined futures and superb

characterization. . . . Riveting."â€”John Green, Printz Award-winning author of The Fault in Our Stars

When a meteor hits the moon, teenage Miranda and her friends and family struggle to survive the

unimaginable. Four gripping books that follow their ordeal are collected in this boxed set. Includes:

LIFE AS WE KNEW IT THE DEAD AND THE GONE THIS WORLD WE LIVE IN THE SHADE OF

THE MOON
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Praise for LIFE AS WE KNEW IT An ALA Best Book for Young Adults A 2011 ALA Popular

Paperbacks Title A CCBC Choice A Junior Library Guild Premier Selection A Listening Library

Selection An .com Best Book of the Year Â  * "Absorbing from first page to last." â€”Publishers

Weekly, starred review "Riveting and deeply frightening." â€”Bulletin "You will read it in one sitting,

fighting back tears as you bite your nails." â€”Teenreads.comÂ  Praise for THE DEAD AND THE

GONE * "As riveting as Life as We Knew It and even grittier. . . . The powerful images and

wrenching tragedies will haunt readers." â€”Publishers Weekly, starred review * "Everything Pfeffer

writes about seems wrenchingly plausible." â€”Booklist, starred review "Incredibly engaging."



â€”Kirkus ReviewsÂ  Praise for THIS WORLD WE LIVE IN * "The protagonists of Pfeffer&#39;s

novels The Dead and the Gone and Life As We Knew It join forces in this third installment of a

harrowing saga set in the not so distant future. . . . Throughout, readers will be moved by displays of

compassion, strength, and faith as characters endure grim realities and face an uncertain future."

â€”Publishers Weekly, starred review "Palpable despair is dappled with tiny flares of hope in this

third entry in Pfefferâ€™s enthralling series. . . .Â Fans of the first two will thrill to this latest and the

loose ending will leave them hoping for more." â€”Kirkus ReviewsÂ  Praise for THE SHADE OF THE

MOON "Action-packed and completely unpredictable, this latest will be widely anticipated by the

series&#39; many fans." â€”Kirkus Reviews "Pfeffer&#39;s well-written take on what life might be as

it returns to &#39;normal&#39; is sometimes brutal and always depressingly real." â€”Booklist

Susan Beth Pfeffer is the author of many books for teens, including the New York Times best-selling

novel Life As We Knew It, which was nominated forÂ several state awards, and its companion

books, The Dead and the Gone, This World We Live In, and The Shade of the Moon. She lives in

Middletown, New York.

Every now and then a person needs a good disaster movie or book. I've yet to figure out why. I think

it is watching how predictable those in charge cause even more problems and how the human spirit

can rise to the occasion in spite of everything. By the way, this one doesn't have zombies. Imagine

that!I bought this Kindle book and its Audible companion quite a few years ago and just forgot about

it. I don't know what brought it to mind now, but I am glad I found it again.Not only is the story

engaging from the very beginning, Emily Bauer's narration keeps it all alive. I love that this particular

disaster stays rather calm in the crises as the mother tries to get her family prepared and she

fiercely protects them.The story starts with a family that is probably as familiar as our own, divorce

included. It shows how love is still there even where the living together failed. And the children of

this break up are not less well off, just different.As the world becomes spread out because of the

lack of working communication devices, the daughter keeps her diary going. It is through her

communications with herself that we learn the story of life after the meteor hit the moon and causes

tidal waves, earthquakes, volcanos and more. The global mess becomes personal as this teen tries

to adjust from boys and kisses and proms to washing the laundry by hand and staving off hunger.I

highly recommend this book. There was a lot to learn here for all of us.

This series is crazy! I love post apocalyptic books and this one was no exemption. It had a unique



version of the apocalypse. Instead of zombies or aliens, the moon moved closer to the earth and

wreaked havok upon the weather and sea. This series really evoked the panic, the desperation, the

misery, the loss, and the fight to keep going. The emotions were so powerful and beautifully written.

The characters were relatable and their situations kept you hooked. I would highly recommend this

series.

I liked this dystopian novel because it has a different perspective. The main character Miranda lives

with her two brothers and divorced mother. It's refreshing to see the mother as the head of the

household, stockpiling food and creating the survival plan.

A simple but well-executed apocalypse story, Life As We Knew It doubles down on its worm's eye

view of the end of the world. Miranda, the teenager whose journal entries make up this story of life

in a small Pennsylvania town after an asteroid collides with the moon and moves it closer to Earth,

goes through much of the book talking to no one but her family, and we get little detail about what's

happening to most of the planet - her world has shrunk to her own four walls, and she barely knows

what's happening to her neighbors, let alone other countries.This choice to keep our characters

realistically under-informed, rather than give in to the temptation to paint a broader picture for the

reader with information someone in our narrator's position most likely wouldn't have, is typical of the

book. Pfeffer is committed to telling a small, well-thought out and painstakingly detailed story of

survival and loss, not making a big-budget thriller. The biggest threats to Miranda and her family

aren't thousand-foot high tidal waves or marauding gangs of punks on motorcycles - they are

starvation, freezing to death, the chimney getting backed up and smoke from the woodstove

suffocating them in their sleep. And they're all the more frightening for it.If you're looking for a YA

story where our main character finds the hero within them and rises up to change the world for the

better, this isn't it. Miranda spends most of the story scrambling to survive, getting weaker and

weaker even as she finds an ability to persevere you wouldn't know she had from her

pre-apocalypse self. It's intensely bleak, and (view spoiler) But if you'd like a tale about how to

survival the impossible from an authentically teenage perspective, this book is worth your

time.Downgraded for being at times painfully repetitive - thematically appropriate, we experience the

family's decline as slowly as they do, but the book does drag on. Miranda's voice also rings true, but

the choice to stick with a recognizably often selfish and not necessarily insightful or central to the

action teenage narrator can and does take away some of the depth of the journey.
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